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The Devil's Dollar-Lenora Stewart 2008-07-22
Evil in its purest form. A man who cuts a trail of
death, but leaves no footprints, no clues.
Investigator Ben Masterson knows no man is
perfect and that somewhere, some day the killer
will make a mistake. When he does, Ben will trail
him to the ends of the earth, if necessary, and
bring him down. Or die trying. When two FBI
agents are brutally executed in an apartment
leased by a convent, Ben cant say No, when a
nun and childhood friend asks him to take the
case, never imagining it will send him hurtling to
a face-off with a serial killer and child rapist and
come to a dramatic end in a battle that will leave
only one of them standing. Along the way to the
face-off with this monster, Ben learns love is not
always what it seems, that good is not always
completely pure, and evil sometimes contains a
kernel of white light. Most importantly, he learns
just how far hell go to bring down a killer. As far
as it takes even if that means making a bargain
with the devil himself.
True Stories from a Lowcountry Cop-Reginald E.

Sharpe 2008-03-14 Charleston County Sheriff's
Deputy Reggie Sharpe presents his experiences
from fifteen years behind the badge, and holds
forth on life, death, sex, drugs and humor in a
straightforward, addictively readable style. True
Stories from a Lowcountry Cop offers an insider's
view, both honest and entertaining, of those
sworn "to protect and serve."?
Musclebound-Liza Cody 2012-08-07 A year ago,
Eva Wylie was the biggest, meanest, ugliest
female wrestler to disgrace the ring. Her name
was on posters. People recognized her on the
street. But having been barred from the ring,
she's back at the bottom, reduced to guarding
rich people's cars and dreaming of yesterday's
triumphs.
Home Truths-Louise Forster 2014-06-01
London–based chef Jennifer Dove loves her
exciting, fast–paced life and she has every
intention of returning to it ASAP. This trip to
Tumble Creek – middle–of–nowhere Australia – is
just a blip, a trip out of time, to visit her sister
and niece and farewell her beloved Uncle. But
barely hours into her stay, she disturbs an
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intruder in her uncle's house, is questioned by
police, and finds a pair of fluffy pink stilettos in
the bedroom. Things are not all they seem in
Tumble Creek, and much as she tries not to,
Jennifer is sucked in to the mystery surrounding
her uncle. Who is his girlfriend Veronica, and
why is she not here? What are the locals hiding?
And why can she not get sexy local Calum
McGregor out of her mind? All is not what it
seems in this sleepy, small town, and as Jennifer
unravels its mysteries, she might just be tying
herself to Tumble Creek forever.
Catnapped!-Elaine Viets 2014-05-06 The fur is
really flying in this Dead-End Job Mystery from
the national bestselling author of Checked Out.
No more pussyfooting around! Husband-and-wife
PI team Helen Hawthorne and Phil Sagemont
have barely scratched the surface of the world of
show cats when a cornered kitty kidnapper’s
claws come out.... The one thing celebrity Trish
Barrymore and her no-account accountant
husband, Mort, can agree on in their bitter
divorce is shared cat custody. But when Mort is
found brained by a mahogany cat tower and their

pedigreed Chartreux show cat goes missing,
Trish calls on Helen and Phil to find the feline
filcher and let the cat out of the bag. Discovering
that Mort had some shady dealings within cat
show circles, Helen goes undercover as an
assistant for a woman who shows prizewinning
Persians. As Phil and she get deeper into a highpressure world of primping, posing, and purring
to collar a killer, they get caught up in a cat-andmouse game where the stakes are literally life
and death....
Hear Me Talkin' to Ya-Nat Shapiro 1966-01-01
Leading jazz composers and performers reveal
their personal feelings toward the history and
future of the art form
Tip Tap Toe-J. Lamar 2012-04-17 Sergeant James
Douglas and his partner are investigating the
murder of a security guard at the Laverty Farm
Equipment Company that occurred during an
apparent robbery. As the investigation unfolds, it
is apparent that the motive for his death is more
than robbery. Soon, the detectives have reason to
believe that other murders may be related to the
same killer and this might only be the beginning.
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The investigation takes them to Cincinnati, Ohio
where the murder of an honorable man occurs
soon after they arrive. The murderer, now
classified as a serial killer, is on a rampage. He
has a knack for tracking and terrorizing his
victims before he moves in for the kill. He is able
to conceal himself and at first appears to be a
crazed psychopath, but this monster has the
cunning and strength of a wild animal. It is up to
Sergeant Douglas to find out what has set this
beast loose and how to bring him to justice.
The Sweeping Saga Collection: Poppy’s Dilemma,
The Dressmaker’s Daughter, The Factory GirlNancy Carson 2015-12-17 A glorious collection of
sweeping sagas – intrigue, romance, danger and
delight.
Poppy’s Dilemma-Nancy Carson 2015-03-30
From the newest name in saga writing comes a
tale of one girl’s brave escape from a world of
poverty in her search for true love.
Holiday Buzz-Cleo Coyle 2012-12-04 The New
York Times bestselling Coffehouse Mystery
includes holiday and cookie recipes! Holiday time
is party time in New York City, but after a

sparkling winter bash ends with a murder,
Village Blend coffeehouse manager Clare Cosi
vows to put the killer on ice. At the Great New
York Cookie Swap, pastry chefs bake up their
very best for charity. Clare is in charge of the
beverage service, and her famous Fa-la-la-la
Lattes make the gathering even merrier. But her
high spirits come crashing down to earth, when
she discovers the battered body of a hardworking baker’s assistant. Police suspect a serial
attacker whose escalating crimes have become
known as “The Christmas Stalkings.” Clare’s
boyfriend, NYPD detective Mike Quinn, finds
reason to believe even more sinister forces are
involved. Clare isn’t so sure—and when she finds
a second bludgeoned baker, she becomes a
target. Now Clare is spending the holiday season
pouring over clues, and she’s not going to rest
until justice is served.
Traveling Light-Lionel Mitchell 1980
Truly Blessed-Teddy Pendergrass 1998 Told in
his own words, this is the riveting account of
legendary soul singer Tedy Pendergrass' journey
that took him from a North Philadelphia ghetto to
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the stage of Madison Square Garden. From his
first hits as lead singer of Harold Melvin and the
Blue Notes - If You Don't Know Me by Now' and
'The Love I Lost' - to his sizzling solo singles
including 'Close the Door' and 'Turn Off the
Lights.' Illustrated with 32 pages of B & W
photographs.'
Los Vryosos-Adan Hernandez 2006 Publisher
description. A story about struggle and its fallout
The struggle unfolds among the forgotten,
invisible people living en las calles frias of a San
Antonio varrio. There we find lost youth, hopeless
and filled with self-hatred, who in just one
generation have forgotten the compassion and
wisdom of their elders, a wisdom grounded in
grace, patience, resourcefulness, brutal hard
work, and heroic courage in the face of doom.
Now the jovenes fill the jail cells and cemeteries,
and their roving gangas of brutal thugs bring
terror and misery down on the hard working
gente. Yet from this tempest grows a love story, a
story of yearning for hope and meaning, a love of
a lifetime caught in the storm of the cruel
streets, calles mojades with la sangre de la Raza.

It's the story of Luna and Nazul, who begin to
grasp the power to retrieve what has been lost.
How they change the consciousness of their
generation, loosen the grip of terror, and uphold
the lessons and honor of their elders will forever
change the way you think about the forgotten
people living in the shadows of the American
Dream.
Cop Cade-John Dudley Ball 1978 Edited by John
Ball.
It Was All in the Cards-Michael Evans 2004-02-01
My book is a true-life depiction of a young
fifteen-year old growing up on the midtown
Manhattan streets from 1979 to 1986, where
hustlers, pimps and con men ruled the day. I tell
the good, the bad, and the ugly parts of my life
and how I eventually made it off the streets.
Zone Policeman 88-Harry Alverson Franck 1913
Zone Policeman 88: A Close Range Study of the
Panama Canal and Its Workers is a non-fiction
book written by Harry A. Franck and published in
1913. Franck, a travel writer who had produced
a highly successful 1910 travelogue, Vagabond
Journey Around the World, took a position as a
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police officer in the Panama Canal Zone,
reporting his experiences and observations in a
book that proved, like his debut, popular.
The Cop Who Wouldn't Quit-Bonds 1989
Describes the struggle of the Houston homicide
detective, Johnny Bonds, to discover the true
murderer of John and Diana Wanstrath and their
fourteen-month-old son
Cop Speak-Tom Philbin 2006
The Book of Knowledge- 1911
Inside the Wire-Erik Saar 2005 This is a shocking
and gripping story of an American GI's six
months at the Guantanamo Bay detainee camp
where he served as an Arabic translator and took
part in the interrogations of the Muslim
prisoners.
The Editor- 1917
A Tribal Fever-David Sweetman 1996
The Nation- 1919
Hollywood Left and Right-Steven J. Ross
2011-09-06 In Hollywood Left and Right, Steven
J. Ross tells a story that has escaped public
attention: the emergence of Hollywood as a vital
center of political life and the important role that

movie stars have played in shaping the course of
American politics. Ever since the film industry
relocated to Hollywood early in the twentieth
century, it has had an outsized influence on
American politics. Through compelling largerthan-life figures in American cinema--Charlie
Chaplin, Louis B. Mayer, Edward G. Robinson,
George Murphy, Ronald Reagan, Harry
Belafonte, Jane Fonda, Charlton Heston, Warren
Beatty, and Arnold Schwarzenegger--Hollywood
Left and Right reveals how the film industry's
engagement in politics has been longer, deeper,
and more varied than most people would
imagine. As shown in alternating chapters, the
Left and the Right each gained ascendancy in
Tinseltown at different times. From Chaplin,
whose movies almost always displayed his leftist
convictions, to Schwarzenegger's nearly
seamless transition from action blockbusters to
the California governor's mansion, Steven J. Ross
traces the intersection of Hollywood and political
activism from the early twentieth century to the
present. Hollywood Left and Right challenges the
commonly held belief that Hollywood has always
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been a bastion of liberalism. The real story, as
Ross shows in this passionate and entertaining
work, is far more complicated. First, Hollywood
has a longer history of conservatism than
liberalism. Second, and most surprising, while
the Hollywood Left was usually more vocal and
visible, the Right had a greater impact on
American political life, capturing a senate seat
(Murphy), a governorship (Schwarzenegger), and
the ultimate achievement, the Presidency
(Reagan).
The Yellow Gardenia-Anthony Mancini 1990
Obituary editor John Joseph Callahan
investigates the murder of ace New York
"Courier" crime reporter Homer "Scoop"
Madigan, only to find himself involved with the
mob, crooked cops, and politicians on the take, in
a thriller set in 1920s New York City
Cop a Feel-Robyn Peterman 2014-06-01
"Outrageous, profane, hilarious, sexy and all
kinds of wacky!" --Michelle Rowen, national
bestselling author When you get time off for bad
behavior, romance is the last thing on your mind-but good old-fashioned lust is a whole different

story. . . Life undercover isn't exactly one big
party--not when you're a DEA agent--but it sure
beats a desk job. Except when you screw up big
and someone has to go in and clean up after you.
In that case, even paper-pushing sounds better
than babysitting an erotic romance writer with as
many enemies as there are euphemisms for
"throbbing manhood." I've been taking down
drug dealers for so long, playing bodyguard to a
woman named Shoshanna Lehump sounds like
nothing more than a giant pain in my ass-- and
being partnered with the gorgeous egotistical
jerk I never should have slept with in the first
place just makes a bad situation even harder-especially when he pursues me as diligently as
we're supposed to be chasing the bad guys. .
.What's a girl have to do to get a happy ending
anyway? "For a good time, read Robyn
Peterman!" --Michelle Rowen, national
bestselling author "A zany over-the-top
rompfest." --Lexi George, author of Demon
Hunting in a Dive Bar "Cop a Feel is fast paced,
laugh out loud fun, perfect for a quick weekend
read or a lazy afternoon." --RT Book Reviews
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A Novel Way to Die-Ali Brandon 2012-11-06
Darla Pettistone may have inherited her great
aunt Dee’s Brooklyn bookstore, but it’s the
store’s mascot—an oversized black cat named
Hamlet—who acts like he owns the place. And
when someone turns up dead, Hamlet smells
something rotten in Brooklyn… As the owner of
Pettistone’s Fine Books, Darla is settling nicely
into her new life, even reaching an uneasy truce
with Hamlet. Unfortunately, when she needs to
hire a new clerk, the finicky feline decides to
lend a paw to the hiring process. He chases away
applicants who don’t meet his approval, finally
settling on an unlikely candidate: Robert, a bookloving Goth kid who has a secret only Hamlet
knows. And Hamlet can’t seem to stay out of
trouble. One of the bookstore’s regular
customers, a man who is renovating a local
brownstone, claims he’s seen Hamlet prowling
the neighborhood. When the man’s business
partner is found dead, Darla discovers that
Hamlet may have been the only witness to what
could be murder. With the crafty cat’s help, she
wonders if they just might be able to pounce on a

killer...
Encyclopedia of World Crime: D-J-Jay Robert
Nash 1989
Irrational Dreams - a Comedy Soap Opera-Wylie
Reed Richardson 2006-02 Irrational Dreams is
one of the few comedic soap operas available in
print. This play, concerning the movie industry in
Los Angeles, was produced in an off-offBroadway workshop by the Rising Sun
Performance Company in New York City in 2004.
The play's thirty-three scenes use the plot
devices of the 'traditional' soap - blackmail,
adultery, turbulent careers, budding romance,
etc. - only with a satirical-humorous tone, as
opposed to the melodrama of the TV soap opera.
Note that this is a reading edition of Irrational
Dreams - a theatrical version (for professional
use) is also available on lulu.com (# 183850).
Back to Blood-Tom Wolfe 2012-10-23 A big,
panoramic story of the new America, as told by
our master chronicler of the way we live now. As
a police launch speeds across Miami's Biscayne
Bay-with officer Nestor Camacho on board-Tom
Wolfe is off and running. Into the feverous
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landscape of the city, he introduces the Cuban
mayor, the black police chief, a wanna-gomuckraking young journalist and his Yalemarinated editor; an Anglo sex-addiction
psychiatrist and his Latina nurse by day, loin lock
by night-until lately, the love of Nestor's life; a
refined, and oh-so-light-skinned young woman
from Haiti and her Creole-spouting, black-gangbanger-stylin' little brother; a billionaire porn
addict, crack dealers in the 'hoods, "de-skilled"
conceptual artists at the Miami Art Basel Fair,
"spectators" at the annual Biscayne Bay regatta
looking only for that night's orgy, yenta-heavy exNew Yorkers at an "Active Adult" condo, and a
nest of shady Russians. Based on the same sort of
detailed, on-scene, high-energy reporting that
powered Tom Wolfe's previous bestselling novels,
BACK TO BLOOD is another brilliant, spot-on,
scrupulous, and often hilarious reckoning with
our times.
Creature Features-John Stanley 2000 Thoroughly
updated to incorporate the latest releases, this
offbeat movie guide presents critical and
humorous reviews of science fiction, fantasy, and

horror films from every medium, offering
thousands of capsulized reviews, a five-star
rating system, video and laserdisc distribution
information, and more. Original.
The Pavlov Revenge-Thomas Alexander
2012-01-04 Michael Madden, a normally gentle
and mild mannered single father, fi nds himself
embroiled in a desperate hunt for his daughter
Samantha’s vicious attacker. A resident Alaskan,
Madden searches through the unfamiliar turf of
Southern California with an untiring sense of
vengeance for the perpetrator. From the gang
infested barrios to the resort towns of Big Bear
Mountain and Palm Springs, he stays one step
ahead of law enforcement authorities in order to
apply his own brand of justice. Readers will
ultimately hang on to the edges of their seats as
this riveting fi ction unveils the true meaning of a
father’s wrath. This book will fuel its readers
with profuse intensity. The Pavlov Revenge is a
stimulating and action-packed read that stirs the
imagination and sharpens the mental prowess.
Intended for a mature set of readers, this novel
presents mild graphic content, substantial
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violence and strong language, giving adult
readers a more dramatic effect.
Caged-Ellison Cooper 2018-07-10 FBI profiler
Sayer Altair hunts a brilliant serial killer with a
dangerous obsession in Caged, a gripping thriller
from debut author Ellison Cooper. In a
residential Washington, D.C. neighborhood, a
young woman's body is found in the basement of
an abandoned house--starved to death in a cage,
along with the video footage of a dark and deadly
ritual. The victim is identified as the daughter of
a prominent D.C. politician, and it falls to the FBI
to track down the unconscionable psychopath
who murdered her. FBI special agent Sayer
Altair would rather conduct research on
criminality than catch actual criminals. But when
she's offered a promotion hinging on her next
assignment, she reluctantly accepts the "Cage
Killer" case. Taunted by a photo of another victim
at the mercy of this vicious killer, Sayer and her
team are driven to put an end to these grisly
homicides. During the investigation, clues
emerge connecting the murders to Sayer's past.
Now, the stakes are personal, and the deeper

Sayer is drawn into the deadly web, the more she
believes she is the only one who can uncover the
killer's identity. Told with devastating detail,
shocking twists and unrelenting suspense,
Cooper proves her exceptional ability to
entertain and enthrall.
Hollywood Myths-Joe Williams 2012-10-15
Hollywood exists to create and sell myth. Often,
however, the myths created on screen are
secondary to the rumors, half-truths, and lies
that circulate through studio back lots and the
press. Discover the real stories behind
Hollywood’s greatest myths, as veteran film critic
and Hollywood reporter Joe Williams sorts fact
from fiction and examines how these tales came
to be and how they persisted. Did Thomas Edison
really invent the motion picture? Why has Charlie
Chaplin survived as the undisputed king of the
silent era? What about Fatty Arbuckle and that
ill-fated boys' weekend in San Francisco? Did
Woody Allen really marry his adopted daughter?
Was there actually a suicide on the set of The
Wizard of Oz (or are any of the other countless
rumors about that film true)? The tales featured
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in Hollywood Myths involve specific films, actors'
private lives, the industry itself, and urban
legends that have existed as long as Hollywood
has. Throughout, Williams illuminates what it
was that made the biggest stars—from Marlon to
Marilyn, Bogie to Brad—shine so brightly on the
silver screen. In all, 56 enduring myths are
examined, in the process revealing the
machinations of myth-making in the fast, loose,
and out-of-control world of Hollywood.
Wiseguys in Love-C. Clark Criscuolo 1993
Madcap mayhem results when a would-be
mobster whose mother hides his bullets and a
girl from the midwest get involved in a chain of
events involving assassinations, kidnappings, and
a great deal of very disorganized crime. A first
novel.
Another Chicago Magazine- 1998
The Electric Church-Jeff Somers 2007-09-25
Avery Cates is a very bad man. Some might call
him a criminal. He might even be a killer - for the
Right Price. But right now, Avery Cates is scared.
He's up against the Monks: cyborgs with human
brains, enhanced robotic bodies, and a small

arsenal of advanced weaponry. Their mission is
to convert anyone and everyone to the Electric
Church. But there is just one snag. Conversion
means death. "Some debuts simply set new bars
in a genre. Jeff Somers' THE ELECTRIC
CHURCH is one such book, a gritty noir story
that challenges and surprises with every page. A
novel that is equal parts Raymond Chandler and
William Gibson. A major new talent has arrived -and it's about time!" -- James Rollins, New York
Times bestselling author of MAP OF BONES and
BLACK ORDER
Hollywood Wives: The New Generation-Jackie
Collins 2009-05-05 *Includes a brilliant new
introduction to this scintillating novel from the
wonderful Jade Beer!* ‘The definition of a class
act’ Graham Norton * Power! Sex! Money! Fame!
– the new Hollywood wives are back with a
vengeance. Ambitious, young, smart and lethal.
Whatever they don't have, they want – and
whatever these women want, they get. You will
meet Lissa Roman, mega movie and singing star,
her wild daughter Nicci, Michael Scorsinni, the
handsome private investigator with an edge, and
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Taylor Singer, a sometime actress married to the
Hollywood mogul. Into their lives comes Eric
Vernon, a dangerous psychopath with kidnapping
on his mind... * Like the original, HOLLYWOOD
WIVES – THE NEW GENERATION will shock and
surprise, amuse and startle, and take readers on
a roller-coaster ride of fun and suspense they
won't soon forget. Why everyone needs Jackie in
their lives . . . 'No one does it better than Jackie'
heat 'Scandalous. Outrageous. And completely
fabulous!' Veronica Henry ‘Jackie was absolutely
marvellous, she was lovely. She was a very, very
good writer’ Jilly Cooper ‘Jackie to me was the
best writer of those risqué, amusing, fun novels –
full of Hollywood characters and lots of sex’
Barbara Taylor Bradford ‘That smart, talented
and gorgeous woman paved the road for many of
us so that we could experience a smoother
journey . . . with or without heels’ Sandra Bullock
The Ultimate Stallone Reader-Chris Holmlund
2014-04-14 Sylvester Stallone has been a
defining part of American film for nearly four
decades. He has made an impact on world
entertainment in a surprisingly diverse range of

capacities – as actor, writer, producer, and
director – all while maintaining a monolithic
presence. With The Ultimate Stallone Reader,
this icon finally receives concerted academic
attention. Eleven original essays by
internationally-known scholars examine
Stallone's contributions to mainstream cinema,
independent film, and television. This volume
also offers innovative approaches to star, gender,
and celebrity studies, performance analysis,
genre criticism, industry and reception inquiry,
and the question of what it means to be an
auteur. Ultimately, The Ultimate Stallone Reader
investigates the place that Sylvester Stallone
occupies within an industry and a culture that
have both undergone much evolution, and how
his work has reflected and even driven these
changes.
Storm Over Chile-Samuel Chavkin 1989 An inside
story of the coup in Chile describes the end of
the Allende government and death of the
president, the terrorist activities of the Junta
against the Chilean people, and resistance to the
present regime
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